
Enterprise file synchronization and sharing services

from Datto
The most affordable, powerful, secure, cloud-based file synchronization platform available. Built for business.

Brings your business files together. Shared easily, from anywhere. Files you save can automatically sync to all your

computers, and are accessible from your phone, tablet and the Datto Drive website.

Protect your business data. Should data be lost or compromised, it can be restored with a couple clicks. Automatic file

versioning with a 30 day retention provides a layer of protection from operational data loss. And behind the scenes, every file in

the Datto Cloud is virtually immune to any loss of data integrity.

Powered by the Datto Cloud. Hosted on resources that are built, owned and managed by Datto in the Datto Cloud.

Know where your data resides. Datto Drive uses the account location to select which Datto Cloud is used. Datto Drive lets

you utilize the cloud, while respecting the information laws of the hosting nation (or region).

Extreme performance measured at orders of magnitude higher than traditional cloud share services, while CPU 

consumption during synchronization is also less. Which is good news for battery life when mobile.

Easily share between clouds
Easily and securely link file shares between Datto Drive accounts, in effect creating a cloud of Datto Drive accounts.

Quarterback all of your cloud storage: Connect to and share storage with Google Drive, Dropbox, and other FSSs (file 

synchronization and sharing)services

Create true on-prem hybrid clouds by connecting with ownCloud for SIRIS: Create folders that reside on a Federated 

SIRIS appliance that your company owns, to attain 100% absolute control over where critical shared files are located.

Federate Datto Drive Accounts. Automatically send an email notification when you create shares, share directly with users on

other Datto Drive servers, add password protection, allow users to upload files, and set an expiration date.
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1TB FREE for one year  
Unlimited users

For the first 1 MILLION businesses

After the first year, Datto Drive startsat

$10/month

1TB and Unlimited users
See reverse side for Premium plans with  
additional capacity and features available



Datto Drive: A single point of access for the enterprise

Access - Enable anywhere, anytime access fromany 

device, regardless of where the data lives. Behind the 

scenes, IT can leverage existing data management, 

security and governance tools and processes without  

replication of directories, ACLs or data.

Control - Datto Drive enables IT admins to quickly  

integrate with existing Active Directory or LDAP services, 

while the Datto Drive File Firewall provides advanced 

rules-driven access controls at the file level.

Management - Datto Drive integrates quickly and 

easily with existing authentication, authorization, 

logging, monitoring, database and backupsystems.

File Firewall - Control and govern access to files  

with Datto Drive’s highly configurable rules engine.  

Administrators use the intuitive GUI to set policies on 

the Datto Drive server that deny access to filesbased 

on: endpoint type, mobile device type, origin IP, web 

client, and more, giving administrators greater control 

over who can access andupdate proprietary files.

Logging Module - Transparently log access,  

administrative actions, sharing activities and file  

transfers. Datto Drive writes to syslog files as well as 

the Datto Drive log file and can be easily configured 

to work with your internal log monitoring and reporting 

solutions, providing the visibility you need to prove 

internal and external policycompliance.

Competitive

Datto

Drive

Dropbox Box Google

DriveAdvanced reporting  

& auditing

Y - Y
-

Versioning Y Y Y Y

External sharing Y Y Y Y

Encryption Y Y Y Y

On-premises (hybrid)  

deploymentoptions

When combined w/  

ownCloud onSIRIS
- - -

Promotion andPricing 1TB free for 1 year  

unlimited users -

Then $10/mo 1TB  

unlimitedusers

2GB free; 1TBfor
$10/month foreach  

user

Unlimited Stor-

age,$15/month  

peruser

20GBfree  

peruser

For more information on Datto Drive,

and to register with one year of 1TB of storage + Unlimited users,visit

dattodrive.advanced-concepts.com
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All content, including pricing, is subject to change.  

[a] Prices in this sheet are valid in US only.

Plans

Base Business Pro

Pricea $10/mo call call

Storage 1TB 5TB 10TB

Support Community Phone Phone

Geo

Redundancy

- Y Y

CustomThemes  

andDomain

- - Y
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